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Abstract 

In this work we demonstrate several organic amorphous donor-acceptor systems that exhibit sub-
bandgap features over a more than 2 eV spectral range. An in-depth study of one of these 
systems, NPB-HAT-CN (NPB is N,N′-di(1-naphthyl)-N,N′-diphenyl-(1,1′-biphenyl)-4,4′-diamine 
and HAT-CN is 1,4,5,8,9,11-hexaazatriphenylenehexacarbonitrile), reveals that the broad sub-
bandgap features are attributed to multiple electronic charge transfer (CT) state transitions, 
broadened by energetic disorder sourcing from the fluctuations of intra-molecular conformations 
and by the disordered intermolecular environment. These unique CT features originate from an 
unconventional donor and acceptor selection that reveals new insight about photocurrent 
generation and non-radiative recombination. Unlike materials employed in high performing 
organic solar cells, the materials studied here feature large optical energy gaps with very large 
frontier energy level offsets, creating high bandgap devices with low open-circuit voltage. In 
addition to multiple electronic CT levels, we reveal that the internal quantum efficiency of these 
multiple CT transitions are not constant, but photon energy dependent, and with emission that 
originates primarily from the second lowest electronic CT state implying slow (relative to 
radiative and nonradiative rates) internal conversion within the CT manifold. Overall, this class 
of donor-acceptor pairs provides an opportunity to probe CT states in unique ways to potentially 
unravel their role in carrier generation-recombination and energy loss mechanisms. 
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Introduction 

With more than 15% power conversion efficiency recently achieved,1 and coupled with 
the ability to be grown on flexible substrates at a large scale with low-cost fabrication 
techniques, organic solar cells are making a strong case for energy conversion applications. Most 
advances in power conversion efficiency are the result of impressive material and interface 
engineering and innovation. However, due to the lack of a complete understanding and 
consensus of carrier generation and recombination processes as well as loss mechanisms at 
charge generating donor-acceptor (D-A) interfaces,2 the actual limits of organic solar cell 
performance remain unknown. In this context, intermolecular charge transfer (CT) excitations at 
D-A interfaces play an important role in the photophysical processes and energy losses of 
organic solar cells.3–6 In order to understand how carrier generation and recombination are 
affected by CT states, a better understanding of their origin and energetic distribution is crucial. 
More specifically, some key issues that are currently under inquiry include whether the carrier 
dissociation efficiency depends on incident photon energy3,7–9 or not,10,11 the origin of the 
broadening of the CT state line-shape (static and dynamic disorder),6,12–15 the possibility and 
origin of multiple CT states  (electronic, vibronic, or morphology induced),16–20 and reciprocity 
of CT state absorption and emission spectra (thermal and non-thermal state distribution).21–24 
One step towards addressing these issues is to identify organic D-A systems that display unique 
CT state characteristics, in order to probe CT state energies in novel ways. 

The optical signature of CT states is often buried in the background signal of much more 
strongly absorbing Frenkel (i.e. intramolecular or localized) excitons, despite that multiple CT 
states are predicted to exist.25 While techniques that exploit anisotropy can reveal the CT state 
region underneath this background,26 such methods are effective only in the presence of 
crystalline order that results in sufficient dipole alignment at the D-A interface. In this work, we 
present several wide bandgap D-A systems consisting of both small molecule and polymer 
organic semiconductors with large frontier energy offsets (i.e. large energetic driving force for 
charge separation), resulting in ultra-broad CT state spectra. Despite varying molecular structure 
and energetics, these large offset heterojunctions display complex CT features that span more 
than 2 eV, well outside the Frenkel exciton region. 

We then investigate the nature of these sub-bandgap features in detail through a 
comprehensive experimental and computational study of the D-A system of NPB:HAT-CN 
(NPB is N,N′-di(1-naphthyl)-N,N′-diphenyl-(1,1′-biphenyl)-4,4′-diamine and HAT-CN is 
1,4,5,8,9,11-hexaazatriphenylenehexacarbonitrile). Ultra-sensitive sub-bandgap absorption 
spectra reveal the existence of low energy CT states that do not contribute to photocurrent as 
probed via spectrally-resolved external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements, despite having 
comparable (relative to higher energy CT states) absorption strength. Through spectral 
absorption, EQE, photoluminescence (PL) measurements, and combined molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulations and electronic structure calculations, we confirm the existence of multiple 
electronic CT states at these heterojunctions, which are broadened by nanoscale conformational 
and electrostatic variations. Finally, EQE measurements under applied voltage bias indicate that 
internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is strongly dependent on incident photon energy in these large 
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offset heterojunction solar cells, providing an example of non-constant IQE. We attribute the 
reduced IQE of low energy CT states to their strong coupling to the ground-state, and hence 
strong non-radiative recombination.    

 

Results and Discussion 

In this work, we demonstrate five D-A systems that exhibit approximately 2 eV wide 
sub-gap spectra, by blending wide optical energy gap materials with large offset energies. As 
donors, we used the small molecules NPB, 4,4',4''-tris[(3-
methylphenyl)phenylamino]triphenylamine  (m-TDATA) and 4,4′-cyclohexylidenebis[N,N-
bis(4-methylphenyl)benzenamine] (TAPC) and the polymer poly(9-vinylcarbazole) (PVK). As 
acceptors, we employed either HAT-CN or 1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic dianhydride 
(NTCDA). All donor molecules here have optical gaps greater than 3 eV, while the acceptor 
molecules have approximately 4 eV optical gap and large electron affinity (EA) (see Table S1). 
The energy gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the donor and 
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the acceptor is therefore significantly smaller 
than in typical high-performing organic solar cells. This leads to low open-circuit voltage (VOC) 
and, notably, broad sub-bandgap spectral features as shown in Fig. 1 for co-evaporated bulk 
heterojunctions (BHJs), except for the sequentially deposited PVK/HAT-CN planar 
heterojunction (PHJ). Interestingly, the EQE features of all devices end at approximately 1.1 eV, 
despite considerable variations in their CT energy gap, IP(donor)-EA(acceptor), as inferred from 
measurements on the individual materials. 

 

Figure 1. External quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of organic bulk and planar heterojunction solar 
cells, exhibiting broad CT spectra extending to approximately 1.1 eV.  
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To understand the nature of the broad sub-bandgap EQE features, we have conducted an 
in-depth investigation on the NPB-HAT-CN D-A system. The EQE spectra for NPB:HAT-CN 
BHJs with various D:A ratios are shown in Fig. 2. For the 20:1 D:A blend, there are three 
distinct sub-bandgap EQE features centered around 1.4, 2.0 and 2.8 eV that match the absorption 
peaks in the photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) spectrum, except that the lowest energy 
EQE shoulder is cut-off at around 1.1 eV. All three features in the EQE spectrum can then be 
attributed to photocurrent generation from direct CT absorption.  

The comparison to a control device with NPB p-doped by the very strong oxidant MoO3 
(see Fig. S1) provides additional information about the sub-gap features of NPB:HAT-CN BHJs. 
The PDS spectra of MoO3-doped NPB show two distinct polaron absorption peaks located at 0.9 
and 2.6 eV, which do not exactly match the spectral features in Fig. 2. The low-energy tail of the 
NPB:HAT-CN PDS spectrum in Fig. 2 (dashed red line) seems to suggest the presence of the 
NPB cation in this blend, i.e. a slight doping. Moreover, we cannot exclude that the feature 
around 2.5 - 2.8 eV in the EQE and PDS of NPB:HAT-CN presents a contribution from the 
corresponding polaron peak observed in the PDS spectrum of MoO3-doped NPB. An additional 
hint of the special role played by HAT-CN is that the EQE of MoO3-doped NPB single layer 
devices (Fig. S1) show no sub-gap signal. 

 

Figure 2. External quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of NPB:HAT-CN bulk heterojunctions with various 
D-A blend ratios (solid lines). The HAT-CN concentration was varied from 4.5 wt% (20:1 blend) to 67 
wt% (1:2 blend). The sky blue and maroon dashed lines are scaled EQE from single layers of NPB and 
HAT-CN, respectively. The red, green and blue colored boxes designate the three primary CT features in 
this system. The red dashed line is the absorptance of NPB:HAT-CN (20:1) film measured by 
photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS). 
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The EQE spectra of NPB:HAT-CN BHJs change with the D:A mixing ratio, as shown in 
Fig. 2. As the HAT-CN concentration increases from 4.5 wt% (i.e. NPB rich) to 67 wt% (i.e. 
HAT-CN rich), an increase of D-A interfacial volume leads to an increase of overall CT state 
EQE,27,28 peaking for the 1:1 blend, while the three distinct CT features gradually merge. At the 
same time, VOC of these devices decrease significantly (Fig. S2, Table S2) with increasing HAT-
CN concentration. The decrease of VOC is due both to the increase in CT mediated recombination 
at the NPB:HAT-CN interface23,27,28 and to the increasing population of NPB cations and HAT-
CN anions that are introduced by charge transfer (i.e. doping). Temperature dependent current 
density-voltage measurements (Fig. S3a) show that VOC increases continuously as temperature 
decreases, for both 20:1 and 1:2 NPB:HAT-CN blends, indicating the presence of strong 
recombination at room temperature. The higher dark current of the 1:2 NPB:HAT-CN device at 
small forward voltage (Fig. S3b) also indicates higher recombination as compared to those in the 
20:1 NPB:HAT-CN device. The concomitant increase in recombination and sub-bandgap EQE, 
as the D-A blend goes from non-equimolar to equimolar ratios, provides further support that the 
sub-bandgap spectra of NPB:HAT-CN BHJs indeed originate from CT state absorption.28  

 

Figure 3. External quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of a NPB:HAT-CN(20:1) (blue solid line) device. 
Four Gaussian functions fit to the EQE spectrum, yielding CT1 (dashed red line, center: 1.44 eV, FWHM: 
0.31 eV), CT2 (dashed green line, center: 1.98 eV, FWHM: 0.50 eV), CT3 (dashed blue line, center: 2.78 
eV, FWHM: 0.65 eV), and the NPB Frenkel exciton (dashed light blue line, center: 3.27 eV, FWHM: 
0.37 eV). The red, green shaded Gaussians established from combining MD simulations and electronic 
structure calculations show the energetic distribution of CT1, and CT2 centered at 1.62 eV, and 2.01 eV, 
respectively. The red, and green delta lines represent CT energies calculated from TD-DFT of an NPB-
HAT-CN dimer, among which are two primary ones at 1.67 eV, and 2.26 eV, respectively, with their 
electron (blue) and hole (red) wavefunction distributions shown at the right. The inset displays transitions 
from NPB HOMO (H), and HOMO-1 (H-1) to HAT-CN LUMOs (L, L+1 and L+2), which contribute 
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mostly to the wavefunctions of the lowest CT states. The CT3 region represents higher energy CT states, 
associated with transitions from deeper HOMO levels of NPB to higher energy LUMO levels of HAT-
CN, along with some contribution from NPB polaron (cation) absorption.   

 

In order to shed light onto the different features appearing in the EQE spectrum of 
NPB:HAT-CN blends, we performed multiscale modeling analysis combining MD simulations 
and electronic structure calculations, capable of unraveling the complex interplay of 
conformational and environmental effects in disordered heterogeneous blends (see methods 
section and supplementary information for details). Our analysis reveals that these very broad CT 
features in the EQE spectra result from a combination of three different factors, namely: (i) the 
presence of three nearly degenerate acceptor levels for the HAT-CN molecule (at the crystalline 
geometry the LUMO, is two-fold degenerate and the LUMO+2 lies just 0.16 eV above); (ii) the 
large fluctuation of NPB molecular energy levels due to conformational effects in the disordered 
structure; (iii) the variations in the local environment of the molecules resulting in a marked 
energetic disorder due to intermolecular electrostatic interactions.  

For an easier comparison with theoretical data, in Fig. 3 we show multi-Gaussian fits to 
the EQE of an NPB:HAT-CN(20:1) device, yielding CT1 centered at 1.44 eV with 0.31 eV full 
width at half maximum (FWHM), CT2 at 1.98 eV with 0.50 eV FWHM, and CT3 at 2.78 eV with 
0.65 eV FWHM. Given that NPB:HAT-CN(20:1) films are amorphous, multiple CT features in 
the EQE are unlikely to originate from local morphological heterogeneities in nanocrystalline 
domains.9,18,19 Besides the experimental EQE, Fig. 3 shows, for an amorphous (13:1) simulated 
sample, the calculated density of states (DOS) for the two lowest-energy CT excitations (red 
shaded region for CT1 and green shaded region for CT2), which closely match the two lowest 
energy EQE features. The CT1 transitions correspond to transition from the NPB HOMO to the 
HAT-CN LUMOs, while CT2 relates to analogous excitations from the NPB HOMO-1 (see 
sketch in the figure inset). This analysis is further corroborated by time-dependent density 
functional theory (TD-DFT) calculations on an NPB-HAT-CN dimer extracted from the MD 
sample (vertical bars), which shows two series of absorption bands, CT1 (red) and CT2 (green), 
each of which consist of three transitions to the acceptor HAT-CN LUMO levels. The hole and 
electron densities of the CT1 and CT2 transitions to the HAT-CN LUMO are displayed in the 
right panels of Fig. 3. A precise assignment of the much broader band (3) in the EQE spectrum is 
less straightforward. In fact, we expect the occurrence of additional higher-energies CT states, 
corresponding to transitions from deeper levels of NPB or to higher energy unoccupied levels of 
HAT-CN. These higher-energy CT states are likely to hybridize with localized excitations (LE), 
which are also expected to produce broad sub-bandgap features at D-A heterojunctions.17,29 In 
addition, we cannot exclude a possible contribution from the NPB cation (polaron) around 2.6 
eV.  

Our multiscale simulations rationalize also the possibility for a slight doping in 
NPB:HAT-CN. Doping is expected to occur when the energy of the adiabatic (i.e. at the relaxed 
molecular structures) CT states is lower or comparable to the energy of the neutral system.30 The 
low-energy tail of the calculated vertical CT1 DOS in Fig. 3 extends down to ~0.6 eV. From 
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these values, the energy of adiabatic CT states can be approximately obtained by subtracting the 
hole and electron relaxation energies of NPB (+ = 0.33eV) and HAT-CN (- = 0.08eV) to the 
vertical (i.e. at frozen structure) energy. This simple argument yields adiabatic CT excitations at 
energies below 0.2 eV, hence suggesting the existence of a small fraction of ionized NPB 
molecules in the blend. 

 

 

Figure 4. (a) [top] Photoluminescence spectrum of an NPB:HAT-CN(20:1) film excited at 3.31 eV (green 
solid line). The purple and red dashed lines show two distinct peaks in the PL spectra, located at 1.55 eV 
and 1.38 eV. [bottom] Absorptance of a 20:1 NPB:HAT-CN film measured via PDS (red). Estimated IQE 
(gold) and EQE spectra of an NPB:HAT-CN(20:1) device (blue). The IQE exhibits two order of 
magnitude drop from 2.0 to 1.1 eV.  (b) [top] EQE of a NPB:HAT-CN(20:1) device at different voltage 
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bias ranging from -2 V to +0.45 V. [bottom] Percent change in EQE with applied bias, showing that the 
lowest energy CT state is most sensitive to applied reverse bias. 

 

The presence of different electronic CT state features in the EQE provides us with a 
unique opportunity to study their role in photocurrent generation and recombination. To this end, 
Fig. 4a displays the PL spectrum from a NPB:HAT-CN(20:1) film excited at 3.31 eV 
(wavelength λ = 375 nm).  The spectrum is fitted by two Gaussian functions centered at 1.55 and 
1.38 eV, most likely corresponding to the broad CT2 feature at around 2.0 eV in the EQE, 
considering that typically a reorganization energy of 0.4 - 0.6 eV exists between absorption 
(EQE) and emission (PL). Surprisingly, no PL is observed for CT features (1) and (3) (cf. Fig. 3). 
Additionally, no PL signals are observed when exciting the film directly into the CT manifold, at 
1.94 eV (λ = 638 nm), most likely due to the lack of excited state population manifested by the 
weak absorption (negligible transition dipole moment) between the ground and CT states. 

The bottom panel of Fig. 4a shows the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of a 20:1 
NPB:HAT-CN blend device calculated from a transfer matrix model.31,32 We find that IQE is 
relatively constant in the Frenkel and high energy CT state absorption regions, but that it drops 
off sharply at energies below 2.3 eV. This suggests inequivalent dissociation and recombination 
rates among the different CT states in the manifold. Examining EQE with applied voltage bias in 
Fig. 4b shows that the lowest energy CT state experiences the largest change with applied 
reverse bias, indicating that polaron pairs relaxed to the lowest energy CT states do not 
contribute to photocurrent generation effectively and instead act as a major recombination 
pathway. This therefore provides an additional,9 but not necessarily generalizable, 
counterexample to the mainstream idea that relaxed CT states contribute equally to photocurrent 
compared to localized Frenkel excitations or other, higher energy, CT states.10   
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Figure 5. Proposed state diagram of the CT1, CT2 and higher energy CTn electronic levels, along with the 
ground (D) and excited state (D*) energy levels. Upon excitation of the donor, PL is observed only from 
CT2 at a rate kr

2. This could be explained by assuming that CT1 is in the Marcus inverted region and CTn 
has a large barrier, thus only CT2 can be populated from a localized intramolecular Frenkel excitation. k1, 
k2 and kn are charge transfer rates from D* to CT1, CT2 and CTn respectively, where kn << k1 ≈ k2. kn

IC is 
the internal conversion rate from CTn to CTn-1 state. k2

IC has to be smaller than kr
2, to sustain PL emission 

from CT2. knr
1 is the non-radiative recombination rate from the lowest energy CT state (CT1) to ground 

states (D), which is proportional to the CT1-D state coupling, VCT1-D.  

 

Finally, we propose the state diagram shown in Fig. 5 to explain our collective 
observations of the NPB:HAT-CN system. The large D-A energy offset leads to a broad sub-
bandgap distribution of CT states, which increases the chance, or perhaps even ensures, that the 
lowest energy CT state falls in the Marcus inverted region and experiences an elevated activation 
barrier during the transition from Frenkel (D*) to CT state. High energy CT states (i.e. CT2, …, 
CTn, where n= 3, 4, ...) in the normal Marcus region follow the trend that the activation barrier 
increases with the CT state energy. Charge transfer rate from D* to CT1, CT2 and CTn, therefore, 
follow the relationship that kn << k1 ≈ k2, where the subscript numbers correspond to the CT state 
electronic levels. As shown in Fig. 3, CT1 and CT2 are primarily composed of NPB HOMO to 
HAT-CN LUMO+1, and NPB HOMO-1 to HAT-CN LUMO transitions, respectively. Internal 
conversion from CT2 to CT1 would require that electrons in HAT-CN LUMO spontaneously up-
convert to LUMO+1 and holes in NPB relax from HOMO-1 to HOMO (see Fig. S5 for the 
energy levels of NPB and HAT-CN frontier orbitals). The up-conversion rate of the electron and 
relaxation rate of the holes are limited by the availability of excess thermal energy and the 
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wavefunction overlap of HOMO-1 and HOMO in NPB (shown in red, at the right of Fig. 3), 
respectively. Overall, these ensure that once CT2 excitons are formed, the internal conversion 
from CT2 to CT1 (with rate k2

IC) competes with the radiative recombination (at rate kr
2) from CT2 

to D (i.e. kr
2 > k2

IC) and PL from CT2 is observed. At the same time, the small CT state energy 
and strong electronic coupling of CT1 to the ground state, result in dominant non-radiative 
recombination (at rate knr

1)33 from CT1 to D, following the usual energy gap law of organic 
molecules,34 and no PL emission is observed from this state.   

 
 
Conclusions 

 

We have demonstrated several organic D-A interfaces with unconventionally broad CT 
state features (> 2 eV) and performed an in-depth study on NPB-HAT-CN BHJs. The broad CT 
features in NPB-HAT-CN system were determined to originate from multiple electronic CT state 
energies broadened by conformational and dielectric environment heterogeneities. From a device 
performance standpoint, these devices are intendedly far from ideal, as they are incapable of 
realizing large photocurrent (due to the high donor and acceptor optical gap energies) and VOC 
(due to very large orbital offset energies and strong non-radiative recombination). However, this 
heterojunction energetic design has allowed us to explore CT state spectral features over a broad 
range of photon energies, to probe their properties in ways not feasible in other D-A systems, and 
to better learn about the role of CT states in energy loss and charge generation. In the NPB:HAT-
CN example that we studied in detail, ultrasensitive absorption measurement revealed low 
energy CT states, which are not evident from EQE measurements. The estimated IQE of the 
device, along with the voltage bias dependent EQE, revealed that carrier dissociation efficiency 
in these devices is strongly photon energy dependent and that the low energy CT state suffers 
from severe recombination, owing to strong electronic coupling to the ground state.  
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Methods 

 

Device and film preparation: All materials were purchased from commercial vendors; 
Bathocuproine (BCP) (Lumtec), NPB (Nichem), m-TDATA (Sigma Aldrich), NTCDA (TCI 
America), TAPC (Lumtec), HAT-CN (Nichem), and PVK (Sigma Aldrich). NPB, m-TDATA, 
NTCDA were purified via thermal gradient sublimation prior to use whereas other materials 
were used as received. 

Pre-patterned ITO glass substrates (Colorado Concept Coatings) were used for solar cells. 
Quartz (AdValue Technology) substrates were used for absorption and photoluminescence 
measurements. All substrates were cleaned by successive sonication in deionized water (40 °C, 
15 min), acetone (40 °C, 10 min) and isopropanol (40 °C, 10 min), followed by oxygen plasma 
treatment for 10 min. 

The small molecule devices were fabricated using thermal evaporation with ~10-7 torr 
base pressure. The basic structure of the devices were ITO/donor:acceptor/BCP (8-10 nm)/Al 
(100 nm). All active layers of the devices and the films ranged from 40 nm to 150 nm in 
thickness. The small molecule organic donor materials were co-evaporated with the acceptor 
materials, to make a bulk heterojunction (BHJ). Since the acceptor NTCDA tends to crystallize,35 
its weight fraction was kept small to ensure a disordered film morphology. As for HAT-CN, 
although the vacuum deposited films do not suffer from crystallization,36 the weight ratio was 
kept relatively low to avoid any aggregation or crystallization induced effects. We have 
fabricated BHJ devices with NPB:HAT-CN (20:1), NPB:NTCDA (10:1), TAPC:HAT-CN 
(20:1), m-TDATA:NTCDA (10:1) bulk active layers, where the blend ratio denotes mixing of 
the donor and acceptor materials by weight. 

For the polymer donor PVK, planar heterojunction (PHJ) devices were formed with 
HAT-CN by solution processing, due to the lack of a suitable common solvent for PVK and 
HAT-CN. We have deposited HAT-CN by both solution processing and vacuum deposition, with 
both devices producing the same broad sub-bandgap EQE spectrum (Fig. S4). To make devices, 
PEDOT:PSS (Heraeus) was spin-coated on cleaned ITO-glass substrates at 5000 rpm for 60 s, 
followed by a 20 min annealing at 140 °C. PVK films were formed by spin coating 5 mg/ml 
solution (in chlorobenzene (Sigma Aldrich)) at 1000 rpm for 60 s. HAT-CN layer was formed by 
spin coating from a 5 mg/ml solution as well (in acetonitrile (Sigma Aldrich)), at 2000 rpm for 
30 s. Films were annealed at 150 °C, for 20 min. The entire active layer preparation was done in 
a N2 filled glovebox and later transferred to a thermal deposition chamber for depositing BCP 
and Al contact on top of the films. The active area of all devices was 0.1 cm2. 

IV and EQE Characterization: The current-voltage characteristics of the solar cells were 
measured using a solar simulator (ABET Technologies) calibrated for 1 sun AM1.5G 
illumination and a Keithley 2400 source meter. The EQE measurements were taken using a 
Newport TLS-300X tunable light source at short-circuit condition unless otherwise noted. The 
monochromatic light output from the light source was chopped at 390 Hz using an optical 
chopper. Device photocurrent was amplified by a current pre-amplifier (SR570, Stanford 
Research Systems) and detected by a lock-in amplifier (SR830, Stanford Research Systems) 
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tuned to the optical chopper frequency. To count the number of incoming photons from the light 
source, calibrated Si and Ge photodiodes from Newport were used as reference cells. 

EQE Under Voltage Bias: External voltage bias was applied to the solar cell using a current pre-
amplifier (SR570). To avoid signal overload at the pre-amplifier output, the applied voltage was 
kept under -2 V reverse and +0.45 V forward bias. The pre-amplifier was operated at low noise 
mode and a 300 Hz - 1 kHz bandpass filter was applied to the incoming signal. The pre-amplifier 
gain was set to 100 nA/V throughout the EQE measurement.   

Low Temperature VOC Measurement: Low temperature VOC was measured by placing the 
device inside a Janis VNF-100 Cryostat. The temperature of the device was monitored and 
controlled by a LakeShore 335 Cryogenic Temperature Controller. A Newport 250-Watt QTH 
lamp (Newport) was calibrated to 1 sun relative intensity to illuminate the device and the 
current-voltage characteristics were measured using a Keithley 2400 source meter. 
Measurements were done by first cooling down the sample to 80 K and then gradually heating up 
to the room temperature. No sign of device degradation was observed due to this cool down and 
heating up process.  

Photoluminescence Measurement: Photoluinescence (PL) was collected from a NPB:HAT-CN 
blend film excited using a continuous-wave, λ = 375 nm (3.31 eV) excitation laser and a Horiba 
iHR fibre-coupled spectrometer with a cooled Si CCD array detector. 
 
Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy: Photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) 
measurements were taken using a 150 W Xenon lamp equipped with a three-grating 
monochromator. Samples were immersed in Fluorinert FC-72 (C6F14), a liquid with a strongly 
temperature-dependent refractive index, which equals 1.25 at room temperature. Absorption is 
measured based on the deflection of a laser beam (JDSU 1137P, 7.0 mW, 632.8 nm Neon-
Helium, linear polarized) by thermally induced changes in the refractive index of the liquid in 
which the illuminated sample is immersed. The PDS spectra were calibrated to absolute 
absorptance scale by matching with the UV-Vis absorption spectra at 3.18 eV, measured by a 
PerkinElmer 950 spectrophotometer using an integrating sphere. 
 
IQE Calculation: The absorption a(E) of D:A blend in a full device comprising 
glass/ITO/D:A/BCP/Al was calculated using a transfer matrix model31 where parasitic absorption 
and optical interference effects are considered. The light was incident normal to the substrate via 
the ITO anode side. The optical constants (n, k) and thickness of each layer in the model were all 
measured by ellipsometry, except that k of D:A layer was obtained from PDS absorptance data, 
ensuring clearly resolved CT state features. The IQE was then given by EQE/(a(E)). 
 
Molecular Dynamics Simulations: A film of 9:1 NPB:HAT-CN m/m ratio (about 13:1 in weight) 
was prepared by vapor co-deposition on graphene by means of NVT non-equilibrium molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations37,38 for a final thickness exceeding 100 Å. The system was modelled 
with a previously developed united atom force field.39 United atom charges were obtained by 
fitting the electrostatic potential at the optimized geometry calculated at the DFT PBE040/def2-
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TZVP level of theory. A horizontal graphene surface of 76.14 Å × 76.57 Å was chosen as a 
simple rigid support and kept fixed during the simulations, with a vertical box dimension of 400 
Å. Deposition proceeded by randomly selecting the chemical species of the new molecule to be 
added at each step, according to the desired molar ratio. Every new molecule was placed at about 
20 Å above the forming organic layer, endowed with a velocity of 1 Å ps-1 directed towards the 
graphene surface, then the dynamic of the system evolved for 100 ps at 500 K. In the case of 
desorption, the step was repeated without randomizing again the molecular species. The final 
composition of the sample was of 897 NPB and 103 HAT-CN molecules. The adopted scheme 
yielded an amorphous sample, as verified by inspecting radial distributions, linear mass density 
along the box sides and orientational order parameters. The system was subsequently 
equilibrated at 300 K for at least 60 ns, and the final configuration was used to extract the 
molecular geometries for the calculations of electronic properties. 

Electronic Structure Calculations: The DOS of CT states in Fig. 3 were calculated upon 
sampling over molecular conformations obtained from MD simulations. CT states energies were 
computed for all the NPB:HAT-CN dimers of the inner, bulk-like, region of the MD-deposited 
film as: 

= − + Δ±                                                          (1) 
 

where =  and =  are the gas-phase energies of the HAT-CN LUMO+i (i=0,1,2) 

and of the NPB HOMO-j (j=0,1) orbitals, respectively. Δ± is the ion pair polarization energies 
that accounts for the electron-hole Coulomb attraction and environmental effects in the 
disordered blend. The latter was computed from self-consistent MicroElectrostatic calculations 
as implemented in the MESCAL code.41 

Gas-phase energy levels were calculated combining evGW calculations, ensuring very 
accurate absolute values, and DFT, allowing the sampling of molecular conformations and of the 
corresponding energy level fluctuations. The energy of a generic energy level k reads: 

 
( ) = ( ) + [ ( ) − ( )]                                  (2) 

 
where  labels the geometry of a given molecule in the MD sample and  is a reference 
geometry, taken from the bulk crystal structure of both species. evGW calculations (PBE040 
functional, complete basis set limit) calculations were performed with the Fiesta code.42,43 DFT 
energy levels and relaxation energies were computed at the ωB97X-D44/6-311++G(d,p) level. 

TD-DFT calculations were performed for NPB:HAT-CN dimers extracted from the MD 
sample at the CAM-B3LYP45/6-31G(d,p) level, accounting for a continuum polarizable46 
embedding with dielectric constant = 3. DFT and TD-DFT calculations were carried out with 
the GAUSSIAN1647 suite. 
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